
At Silverskär we have chosen to focus mainly on
organic wines. Our wine expert is happy to hold a
tasting with different themes depending on your
interest. Price on request depending on the
arrangement.

We will try four different beers from our local
brewerys, Stallhagen and Open Water Brewery
served with flavor bits. 

CHAMPAGNE TASTING

Tasting with 4 different champagnes from Veuve
Clicquot. Exclusive taste bites comes with the drinks. 

A SPARKLING STORY

We gather you in Ladugårds where our host Johan
shows a film and tells us more about our
collaborative project with Veuve Clicquot. The project
involves us storing champagne on the seabed
outside Silverskär in "Cellar in the sea" on behalf of
VC

ACTIVITIES 2024

Silverskär

WINE TASTING

BEER TASTING WITH BITS TO TASTE

FOOD & DRINKS
Included free of

charge for groups
staying overnight. 



CAVIAR TASTING

Our Chef will present some different caviars from
local fishes and Carelian Caviar. You will learn more
about the difference between them. The caviars will
be enjoyed with tailored and tasteful accessories and
drinks.

AT SEA

BOAT EXCURSION IN THE
ARCHIPELAGO
A shorter boat excursion in the waters around
Silverskär (1-2 hours) and with possible
disembarkation at Klobben or Sviskär.

“Snip” adventure: a boat excursion with old-
fashioned wooden boats. 

Visit Björkskär, a unique archipelago in the north
sea, preserved from the past. About 3 h and can be
combined with lunch or coffee w afternoon snacks. 

BJÖRKSKÄRS TIME CAPSULE

We bring fishing equipment and lunch/ picnic basket
and this trip can also include a stop at the
archipelago homestead Björkskär or at the small
archipelago croft Kråkskär which is beautifully
situated in the northernmost islands.

FISHING TRIP

Full day or half day incl. seaworthy boats, licenses, fishing
equipment of high quality and our local fishing guides who
know our waters. Minimum 4 persons



Team competition where it is a matter of jointly
solving tasks, use your taste buds and perform
physical exercises to win the hidden bottle of the
"Widow Clicquot" bottle.

THE CHAMPAGNE HUNT

 KAYAK TOUR/SUP BOARD

Kayak tour/SUP board with educated instructor at
the waters around Silverskär. Minimum 6 persons

A FUN-FILLED PENTATHLON

can include boot throwing, frisbee golf, ax throwing,
all with our local instructors. More options avaliable.

We take a walk through the beautiful wood to the
north side of the island where you will shoot clay
pigeons with our instructors/hunters.

CLAY PIGEON SHOOTING

TEAMBUILDING & CONTESTS



... paintball, wakeboard and Jetski, ask price!
Different visits at the mainland of Åland such as golf,
go-cart, guidning, visit at the castle of Kastelholm,
museums, local brewerys or local craftsmen.

Some of the activities may have a maximum or
minimum number of practitioners, please ask.

WE CAN ALSO ARRANGE. . .

DANCE ON THE DECK

Our local musicans offer dancing on the generous
piers of Silverskar or Klobben

Learn to save lives and become confident in helping people
so that you dare to act if something urgent happens, both
when physical and mental crises occur. The first efforts can
be vital while waiting for an ambulance. We tailor the
training to your specific needs in the workplace for crisis
support, preparedness and practical and physical first aid.
We collaborate with Ann Kvarnström who has extensive
experience in the field. More info is available if interested.

COURSES IN FIRST AID & CRISIS
MANAGEMENT

OTHER

Please note that most activities need to be booked no later than one week before
arrival. All prices include statutory VAT. We reserve the right for possible price
adjustments during the season due to the unstable world situation.

Lets have some fun! 


